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Abstract: The 29–30 June 2012 “super” derecho was, up until the 10 August 2020 “Iowa Derecho”,
the most prolific derecho of modern times. While many of the synoptic-scale precursors to derecho
events are understood, the multi-scale dynamics which likely distinguish derecho-producing events
versus non-derecho events remain much more elusive. Using both observations and high-resolution
WRF-ARW simulations, the sequence of adjustments that ultimately set up the pre-29 June derecho
environment are examined. Planetary scale Rossby wave breaking occurred almost exactly two
weeks before the super derecho on 15–16 June 2012 resulting in the development and intensification
of a strong high-pressure system and mixed layer over the complex terrain of the western United
States. A week after the initial Rossby wave break (~23 June), daily record-breaking temperatures
began to dominate much of the central U.S. as the mixed layer/high pressure continued to strengthen.
A second Rossby wave break on 26 June was crucial for detaching the mixed layer from the western
U.S. elevated plateau, creating an elevated mixed layer that was rapidly deformed and propagated
downstream to set up the derecho environment between 27–29 June. On 28 June, flow imbalance
at the elevated mixed layer front resulted in highly ageostrophic circulations in the mid-levels,
generating an along-stream mid-level jetlet which ultimately moved the elevated mixed layer and
associated mesoscale front downstream across the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic. On the morning of
29 June, a well-defined corridor of both potential static instability and lowered inertial stability was
set up across the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic states. This along with strong capping, a divergent
polar jet entrance region to the north, and the highly imbalanced mid-level jetlet set the stage for this
prolific severe convective event.

Keywords: derecho; progressive derecho; elevated mixed layer; Rossby wave break

1. Introduction

The 29–30 June 2012 “super” derecho, or the 2012 “ring of fire” derecho (Figure 1), trav-
eled over 600 miles, resulting in nearly 675 (filtered) severe wind reports [1], at least USD
2.9 billion in insured damage, and 22 direct fatalities, all within a twelve-hour period [2].
In the weeks following the storm, the heatwave which preceded the derecho continued
across the affected region resulting in an additional 34 heat-related deaths as an indirect
result of the general circulation that organized the storm. The 29–30 June super derecho
was perhaps the most prolific derecho event in contemporary times up until the recent 10
August 2020 “Iowa derecho”, which, much like the 29–30 June 2012 super derecho, was not
well forecast by numerical models in the days and even hours leading up to the event.

Early on 29 June 2012, a decaying mesoscale convective vortex (MCV) and its as-
sociated cold pool was located over the Dakotas, and by 1300 UTC this cold pool had
triggered a cluster of elevated convection over South Dakota [3]. These storms, though
expected to intensify [4], ended up dissipating quickly, and a new cluster of elevated con-
vection took off further east along the front caused by the elevated mixed layer (EML) near
the Iowa/Illinois border around 1400 UTC. These storms continued eastward along the
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EML front (EMLF; i.e., the leading edge of the EML), finally orienting north-south around
1700 UTC as the storm complex passed to the south of Lake Michigan and associated
cool air.
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As this developing mesoscale convective system (MCS) crossed into northwest Indiana,
additional convection was triggered across west-central Indiana that then “merged” with
the initial MCS between 1800 and 1900 UTC. This merger appears to be a key event in
the development of the 29 June 2012 super derecho because from this point on, the MCS
strengthened very rapidly into a highly organized and intense bow echo. It was also
around this time that the maximum recorded wind gust for the system occurred, with an
observed gust of 91 mph in Fort Wayne, Indiana, at 1854 UTC. From there, the derecho
continued to grow upscale as it propagated east-southeast towards the Atlantic Coast. By
0500 UTC on 30 June 2012, just twelve hours after initial MCS development, the system
exited the contiguous United States (CONUS) off the Delmarva Peninsula coast while still
causing severe wind damage and triggering several special marine warnings.

The current body of literature that exists on derechos is largely dominated by synoptic
climatologies and ingredients-based, synoptic-scale conceptual models [5–12], as well as
detailed case studies of specific events [3,13–21], but little work has been done regarding
the multiscale links and nonlinear dynamic processes that precede, generate, and maintain
the intense and unique mode of convection that is the derecho. Documentation of derechos
dates to at least the late 1800s [22] and they are a well-understood phenomenon on their
own, but the environments in which derechos form are largely misunderstood which makes
derecho forecasting challenging. A more detailed derecho literature review and description
of a warm-season derecho setup are presented in the first author’s master’s thesis, from
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which this work is derived [23]. Even though the environment on 29 June 2012 was, by
all standards, a classic warm-season derecho setup, model inconsistencies contributed to
forecaster uncertainty and only isolated severe weather across the subsequently affected
region was anticipated for 29 June just one day before the event [1,2,24].

The multiscale analysis of the 29 June 2012 derecho presented herein utilizes both
observations and mesoscale numerical simulations to diagnose the links among the polar
jet, elevated mixed layer front, scale-contracted ridge, mid-level mesoscale jetlet(s), and
cold pool, adding to the overall understanding of derecho development and maintenance in
hopes of ultimately improving operational, warm-season derecho forecasting. The analysis
herein utilizes isobaric fields alongside isentropic fields for a more complete diagnosis of
these processes, particularly with regards to the EML and ageostrophic mid-level jetlet
development. Although only one case study, insights from this analysis may improve the
linkages among the numerous ingredients-based synoptic regimes presented throughout
the literature for improved derecho forecasting.

2. Materials and Methods

Two different approaches are taken in this analysis of the 29 June 2012 super derecho.
First, the observational analysis of the event was conducted using available surface and
upper air data, mesoscale analyses, remotely sensed satellite, and radar data, etc. The
upper air data, vertical soundings, and reanalyses were retrieved from the SPC (Storm
Prediction Center) Severe Weather Events Archive [25] and the University of Wyoming [26].
Surface data was also gathered from the SPC Severe Weather Events Archive. Radar
and satellite imagery of the event was collected from the SPC archive [25], NOAA Envi-
ronmental Visualization Laboratory [27], Unisys Weather (website no longer available),
UCAR’s weather data archive [28], and the SPC’s case page for this storm [1,25,29]. High-
temperature records from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) daily weather records
data tool [30] were also utilized. Additional details and information from various news
articles, meteorological blog posts, and official government reports and memorandums on
the event were reviewed.

The second approach for this analysis was to simulate the 29 June event and precursor
environment using a high-resolution numerical model with 18 km, 6 km, and 2 km model
domains. WRF-ARW version 3.7.1 [31] was employed for this purpose, and two simulations
were run: a one-way nested, three-domain simulation (Simulation 1) run over the areas of
interest, and a larger, one domain simulation (Simulation 2) covering the entire CONUS.
The full details of each of these simulations are summarized in Table 1, and the model
domains are displayed in Figure 2.

Simulation 1 is one-way nested with three domains at 18 km, 6 km, and 2 km horizontal
grid spacing. Simulation 2 is a single domain simulation at 18 km grid spacing to capture a
larger portion of the CONUS for synoptic analysis of the event and the multiday precursor
conditions. Both simulations were initialized using the National Center for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) Final Global Analysis (FNL) on a 1◦ × 1◦ grid with 26 vertical pressure
levels. The NCEP FNL data is available at 6-hour intervals daily from the NCAR/UCAR
Computational and Information Systems Lab Research Data Archive [32].

All of the WRF-ARW simulations run for this study have 28 vertical levels and use the
Thompson microphysics scheme [33] and Mellor–Yamada–Janjic PBL (planetary boundary
layer) scheme [34,35] for consistency with the Weisman et al. [16] 3 km simulation of the
8 May 2009 super derecho which utilized the same. Convection is explicitly resolved in
the 2 km model domain, and the Grell–Freitas cumulus scheme [36] is used in the 18 km
and 6 km simulation domains. The Simulation 1 18 km and 6 km simulations were run
from 1200 UTC 24 June to 0600 UTC 30 June 2012 (120 h), and the 2 km simulation was run
from 0600 UTC 29 June to 0600 UTC 30 June 2012 (12 h, allowing for six hours of spin-up
plus five additional hours prior to derecho initiation which occurred around 1700 UTC).
Simulation 2 was run from 1200 UTC 24 June to 1200 UTC 29 June 2012.
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Table 1. Summary of WRF-ARW 3.7.1 [31] Model options used in Simulations 1 and 2.

WRF Model Options Domain 1 (Simulations
1 and 2) Domain 2 Domain 3

Horizontal resolution
Simulation 1: 18 km (116 × 94)

Simulation 2: 18 km
(259 × 177)

6 km (265 × 175) 2 km (643 × 412)

Vertical resolution 28 levels; top 100 hPa 28 levels; top 100 hPa 28 levels; top 100 hPa

Surface layer option Eta Similarity Scheme
[34,37–39]

Eta Similarity Scheme
[34,37–39]

Eta Similarity Scheme
[34,37–39]

PBL physics option Mellor–Yamada–Janjic
Scheme [34,35]

Mellor–Yamada–Janjic
Scheme [34,35]

Mellor–Yamada–Janjic
Scheme [34,35]

Cumulus parameterization
option

Grell–Freitas Ensemble
Scheme [36]

Grell–Freitas Ensemble
Scheme [36] N/A

Microphysics option Thompson Scheme [33] Thompson Scheme [33] Thompson Scheme [33]

Shortwave radiation option Dudhia Shortwave Scheme
[40]

Dudhia Shortwave Scheme
[40]

Dudhia Shortwave Scheme
[40]

Longwave radiation option RRTM Longwave Scheme [41] RRTM Longwave Scheme [41] RRTM Longwave Scheme [41]

Land surface option Unified Noah Land Surface
Model [42]

Unified Noah Land Surface
Model [42]

Unified Noah Land Surface
Model [42]

Observational data was used to verify the accuracy of the simulation prior to conduct-
ing a simulation-based diagnosis of the event. The results of both the model verification
and the simulations are presented in Section 3.2. Given the relative accuracy with which the
model was able to simulate the 29 June event, both the observational and model analyses
presented herein proved extremely useful for diagnosing the mechanisms which lead to
such an intense derecho.
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3. Results
3.1. Observational Analysis
3.1.1. 15–26 June: Synoptic Scale Overview

Consistent with Cordeira et al. [43], Rossby wave train amplification occurred over
the northeastern Pacific/western U.S. almost two weeks ahead of the super derecho with
subsequent Rossby/Planetary Wave Breaking (RWB/PWB) occurring seven days prior
to the development of an intense EML over the southcentral and southwestern U.S. On
15–16 June, an RWB occurred over the U.S. Pacific Northwest and extreme southwestern
U.S. 22–23 June 2012 marked the beginning of the June–July 2012 heat-wave which caused
fires across the central U.S., record-breaking high temperatures across much of the central
and eastern portions of the country, the 29 June super derecho, additional strong convective
outbreaks (including a derecho series from 29 June through 4 August), and numerous
fatalities as both a direct and indirect result of the heat.

From 23–26 June, the EML continued to expand in scale and intensify. National
Weather Service (NWS) radiosonde upper air soundings (not pictured) and SPC experi-
mental RAP (WRF-Rapid Refresh) analysis 700–500 hPa mid-level lapse rates (00Z 26 June
mid-level lapse rates and EML location shown in Figure 3a) were employed to track the
deformation and advection of the EML downstream from the south/central Great Plains
to the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic regions (Figure 3a–d). Although a few initial surges of
the EML occurred prior to June 27, the relative weakness of these EML perturbations and
associated EMLFs in part prevented derecho-producing convection from occurring in the
days leading up to the actual 29 June derecho.
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(c) 00Z 28 June, and (d) 00Z 29 June 2012.

A second RWB took place between 12Z 25 June and 12Z 26 June 2012, resulting in
the movement of the polar jet streak and low-pressure systems east-northeastward over
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southern Canada which triggered the detachment and advection of the EML downstream
(Figure 4).
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(a) 00Z 26 June, (b) 00Z 27 June, (c) 00Z 28 June, and (d) 00Z 29 June 2012. The thick black line in each panel indicates the
“leading edge” of the EML (i.e., the EMLF).

3.1.2. 27–29 June: Heatwave and Precursor Bow Echoes

On 0000 UTC 27 June, post RWB, the low-pressure system off the Pacific Northwest
began moving inland across southern Canada and the U.S. interior northwest. Movement
of the associated polar jet streak around the ridge juxtaposed the divergent right entrance
region of the jet streak and the outer edges of the EML, inducing the lifting of air up and
out of the mixed layer while deforming and advecting the core of the hot air downstream.
The movement of this core of hot air downstream is evident in the progression of mid-
level relatively unstable lapse rates from 26 June to 29 June in Figure 3 (orange color fill
indicating lapse rates of ≥8 ◦C/km). By 1200 UTC 27 June low pressure was located over
the Canadian provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan, aiding in the propagation of the
dome of high pressure poleward and eastward as the low continued to push east/northeast.

During the week leading up to the 29 June 2012 derecho, over 164 all-time high-
temperature records were broken in the U.S. An additional 2174 daily and monthly temper-
ature records were also tied or exceeded during this time for a total of 2338 record high
temperatures. A day-by-day breakdown of temperature records from the June/July 2012
heatwave is provided in Table 2. Record-breaking temperatures began across the central
and southern Great Plains and spread poleward and westward over the course of the week
leading up to the derecho. By 29 June the ridge of high pressure over much of the CONUS
began to flatten out as the low-pressure system and jet streak moved over southern Ontario
and extreme northern parts of the Great Lakes region, yet hundreds of high-temperature
records continued to be broken even after the 29 June 2012 derecho as the EML and coupled
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high-pressure center remained situated over parts of the Midwest, Tennessee River Valley,
and Mid-Atlantic regions.

Table 2. Summary of daily and all-time high temperature records from 22 June through 3 July
2012 [30].

Date Daily Records All-Time Records

22 June 2012 163 0
23 June 2012 125 2
24 June 2012 196 8
25 June 2012 301 8
26 June 2012 377 14
27 June 2012 337 19
28 June 2012 393 22
29 June 2012 615 55
30 June 2012 655 90
1 July 2012 566 44
2 July 2012 434 20
3 July 2012 304 4

On 28 June there were a couple of relatively small bowing MCS which generated a
non-trivial number of wind reports (75 reports between two bowing segments [44]) prior to
the main derecho event the following day. These small bow echoes each formed with initial
surges of hot air eastward from the EML ahead of the main surge on 29 June. The first 28
June bow echo initiated just south of Lake Michigan near the Chicago metropolitan area
and caused severe wind reports from Chicago into north-central Indiana, and the second
bow echo was triggered over extreme northwestern Pennsylvania just downstream of Lake
Erie and traveling all the way to the Atlantic Coast of New Jersey. The second bow was
particularly impressive, growing upscale quite rapidly in conditions very similar to those
present in the 29 June super derecho, but less intense and on a smaller scale.

3.1.3. 29–30 June: The “Super Derecho”

At 1200 UTC on 29 June (Figure 5) the RAP analysis mid-level lapse rates were
indicative of the northern edge of the EML (with mid-level lapse rates of ≥8 ◦C/km)
draped across northeastern Iowa southwest into west-central Ohio.
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The NOAA SPC 1614 UTC 29 June Day 1 Convective Outlook [25] noted this front to
be the “trailing edge” of an occluding surface low over the Canadian provinces of extreme
northern Ontario and Quebec. Figure 6 shows the EML boundary on visible satellite
imagery as a line of altocumulus castellanus or high-based shallow convection. This same
boundary is also apparent on Doppler radar as evidence of the EML overrunning cool,
moist air under the divergent polar jet streak right entrance region near the Great Lakes.
This process also resulted in a highly stable lid (CIN values of 100+ J/kg, Figure 7) which
suppressed deep convection and kept the EML essentially “untouched”, maintaining a
corridor of extremely high potential instability.
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With high pressure, the EML established across much of the eastern U.S., large-scale
subsidence and broad anticyclonic flow were present over regions soon to be impacted by
the super derecho. The EMLF on 29 June 2012 was represented on observational surface
analyses as a quasi-stationary front across the most poleward extent of the EML (not
pictured) and provided a zone of concentrated convergence and uplift along the front.

At 1200 UTC a 300 hPa jet streak (70+ knots) was located to the north of the derecho
zone extending from central Wisconsin, across Michigan, and equatorward into extreme
northeastern Ohio and northwestern Pennsylvania. The 1300 and 1400 UTC 300 hPa
RAP analyses in Figure 8 show divergence in the right entrance region of the jet streak,
coincident with the surface EMLF, indicating likely surface pressure falls and surface
convergence strengthening the EMLF. The presence of this divergent jet streak region also
aided in low-level warm air advection (Figure 9a) into the area and advection of the EML
further downstream. As the EML continued to be deformed and advected downstream,
the strong EML-associated capping layer began to erode within the corridor of highest
instability (Figure 9b–d). Cap erosion continued through the afternoon and evening hours
until nightfall on 29 June.
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Figure 9. Panel (a) shows 850 hPa SPC experimental RAP analyses of temperature advection
(◦C/hour, blue and red fill), heights (m, black lines), temperature (◦C, red dashed lines), and wind
(black barbs) at 1400 UTC 29 June. Panels b, c, and d show surface-based (SB) CAPE (J kg−1, red
lines) and CIN (J kg−1, blue fill) at (b) 1400 UTC, (c) 1600 UTC, and (d) 1800 UTC 29 June 2012.
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Before 1400 UTC there was little organized convection upstream of the corridor
of maximum instability. Between 1400 and 1500 UTC (Figure 10a), a cluster of intense
convection developed over extreme east-central Iowa and northern Illinois, with radar
reflectivity values surpassing 55 dBz. By 1600 UTC, this convection became more north-
south oriented (Figure 10b) just to the west-northwest of the Chicago, Illinois metropolitan
area while maintaining intensity. This slightly bowing line of storms began to expand in
spatial coverage as it passed the southern tip of Lake Michigan and its associated cold
pool [3].
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on 29 June 2012 [45].

As discussed in Bentley and Logsdon [3], it was by approximately 1800 UTC that this
convection became cold pool driven over northwestern Indiana (Figure 10c). By 1830 UTC,
the linear MCS began to exhibit strong bowing as it continued to move across northern
Indiana. Between 1830 and 1900 UTC (Figure 10d), another cluster of storms developed
over portions of west-central Indiana and merged with the bowing MCS by 1900 UTC. It
was during the time of this merger that the maximum wind gust report for this derecho
event was recorded, with a gust of 91 mph recorded at the Fort Wayne International Airport
in northeastern Indiana at 1845 UTC.

While the developing derecho continued to travel along the corridor of extreme
instability, displayed on the analyses by a narrow zone of high CAPE values juxtaposed
against a region of high DCAPE values (not shown), the storm continued to produce strong
downdrafts and severe wind damage all the way to the Mid-Atlantic coast [1,3,13]. These
rain-cooled downdrafts continued to reinforce the storm’s intense cold pool [3] which
allowed the storm to remain cold pool driven as it continued across the CONUS for the
next 10 h until exiting the Mid-Atlantic coast in the early hours of 30 June. Additional
anticyclonic outflow aloft also likely enhanced the region of already lowered inertial
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instability downstream from the derecho, as low inertial stability favors the generation of
anticyclonic vorticity [46].

3.2. Model Analysis
3.2.1. Model Performance

To resolve the meso-β/γ scale [47] dynamics associated with the 29 June 2012 super
derecho the WRF-ARW was utilized as described in Section 2. The 18 km, 6 km, and
2 km WRF-ARW runs were compared against observations of the 29 June derecho as
well as the environment in the days leading up to the event. No additional observations
(e.g., radar data) were assimilated during model initialization aside from the NCEP FNL
reanalysis data. Despite this, the 2 km simulation from 0600 UTC 29 June through 0600
UTC 30 June recreated the super derecho with a high degree of accuracy as can be observed
in a comparison of 1800 UTC 29 June through 0400 UTC 30 June 202 observed and WRF-
ARW simulated reflectivity (Figure 11). Although the 2 km simulation is spatially biased
slightly southwest and temporally biased ~15–30 min too fast (particularly towards the
end of the derecho event), the accuracy with which the event was simulated provides a
unique opportunity to understand the meso-β/γ scale processes involved in generating
and maintaining such an intense and long-lived derecho. While the 18 km and 6 km
simulations did not resolve the derecho (or any strong, coherent MCS at all), they still
provide useful information regarding the larger-scale environment in place before and
during the derecho.
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3.2.2. 25–28 June: The Precursor Environment

At 0000 UTC 25 June 2012, the core of high pressure and EML was centered over
its source region in the U.S. Desert Southwest and Great Basin. A narrower node of
well-mixed air and high pressure was also present over eastern Colorado and extreme west-
northwest Kansas. Model-simulated vertical soundings (18 km) were compared to observed
soundings from Denver (KDNR, Figure 12) and Dodge City (KDDC, Figure 13) and while
the soundings do not match exactly, the accuracy with which the 18 km simulation was
able to capture the EML environment is encouraging despite the errors. Slight wind errors
exist early in the simulation and dew point temperature vertical profiles are smoothed out
compared to the observed vertical soundings.
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analysis and (B) observed KDDC upper air sounding.

Comparing the 0000 UTC 25 June observational RAP surface analysis with the 18 km
WRF-ARW-simulated two-meter temperatures and ten-meter winds (not shown), it is
revealed that most major features in the simulation are displaced significantly eastward
from the observed surface features. Most notably, Tropical Storm Debby is located well
into the eastern Gulf of Mexico in the observational RAP analysis, whereas the WRF-ARW
simulation places the system over west-central Florida. Back to the west, the core of hottest
temperatures is also located too far eastward in the simulation, surface winds off the
southern California coast and Baja Peninsula vary quite a bit, and the hot air does not
extend as far northward into Montana.
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As discussed in Section 3.1.1, planetary wave breaking over the U.S. Pacific Northwest
occurred for a second time (the first occurring 15–16 June) ahead of the super derecho event
on 26 June 2012. This is seen in the 18 km simulation 320 K, 330 K, and 340 K isentropic
potential vorticity fields from 1200 UTC 25 June through 27 June (Figure 14 shows the 330 K
isentropic vorticity fields at these times; 320 K and 340 K fields not shown). Anticyclonic
wave breaking and overturning of IPV is evident in these fields through a decrease in
positive IPV and an increase in negative IPV between 1200 UTC 26 June and 0000 UTC
27 June. Additionally, the wave-breaking process over the northwestern United States is
observed in the generation of well-defined positive IPV streamers (elongated maxima or
minima of IPV) on both the 330 K and 340 K isentropic surfaces during the same period.
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By 27 June 2012, the core of the ridge/mixed layer started to extend north-northeast.
This can be seen in the simulated maximum CAPE plots from 0000 UTC 27 June to 0000
28 June in Figure 15. The 0000 UTC 25 June through 0000 UTC 27 June two-meter simulated
temperatures, dew points, and ten-meter winds (not shown) also indicate the eastward
movement of the mixed layer with the RWB as a portion of the mixed layer was forced
north and east by the incoming low-pressure system and associated jet streak over British
Columbia and the U.S. Pacific Northwest.

As the hot, dry air and anomalously large mass perturbation advected eastward, along-
stream thermally indirect accelerations in the mid-levels of the atmosphere developed
in response to the along-stream pressure perturbations established by this warm layer.
The along-stream accelerations and overall mass imbalance within the EML on 27 and
28 June eventually resulted in a sustained, ageostrophic mid-level jetlet [48] as depicted
in Figure 16, which continued to reinforce and maintain a coherent EMLF in a highly
nonlinear process.
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Figure 16. WRF-ARW 18 km simulated 316 K temperatures (◦C, color fill), wind isotachs (black
lines in m/s), and wind vectors for (a) 00Z and (b) 12Z 27 June, as well as simulated 316 K potential
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dashed lines indicate surges of the EML eastward out of the main high.
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3.2.3. 28. June: Mid-Level Mesoscale Jetlet Generation

Beginning after sunrise on 28 June 2012, convergence along the leading edge of the
strengthening EMLF over the northern Great Plains became organized and continued
to further reinforce the existing, anomalously strong mass perturbation and jetlet. The
mid-level jetlet (MLJ) is only somewhat visible on the observed 500 hPa upper air analysis
(not shown) due to the coarse-scale of radiosonde observations in space and time. The MLJ
is also dwarfed to some extent by the polar jet on the 18 km simulated 500 hPa analyses (not
shown). The simulated 316 K isentropic fields in Figure 17 show the MLJ more clearly than
the 500 hPa isobaric fields because the jetlet developed in response to the baroclinic-induced
mass perturbation along the EMLF, and the EML, in this case, is present mostly between
the theta layers of 310 K and 320 K (~333 θe) where the slope of isentropes is concentrated.
The 500 hPa layer only cuts through the 316 K layer in limited locations.
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Figure 17. WRF-ARW 18 km simulated 316 K temperatures (◦C, color fill), wind isotachs (black
lines in m/s), and wind vectors for (a) 00Z and (b) 12Z 28 June, as well as simulated 316 K potential
vorticity (PVU, color fill), pressure (black lines in hPa), and wind vectors valid at (c) 00Z and (d) 12Z
29 June. The white-filled areas in panels (a,c) represent locations where the isentropic surface is
interrupted by higher terrain. Black ovals indicate the location(s) of mid-level jetlets (MLJ). Black
dashed lines indicate surges of the EML eastwards, and blue “H”s represent meso-highs being ejected
from the main EML.

The MLJ developed between ~1200 UTC and 1800 UTC with thickness rises along the
EMLF which were continuously reinforced by differential vertical motions. As the jetlet
propagated eastward around the poleward edge of the ridge, numerous convective events
were triggered with the accompanying WAA, surface convergence, and instability coupled
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with the mutually reinforcing (i.e., moist diabatic heating strengthening the along-stream
potential temperature gradients) MLJ and EMLF as they moved downstream.

3.2.4. 28. June: Pre-Derecho Bow Echo(es)

Two smaller bow echoes developed later in the evening on 28 June into early 29 June
2012. The 6 km simulation did generate a persistent, small bowing segment (not shown)
earlier on 29 June than was observed (~0000 UTC simulated versus 0400 UTC observed).
The 18 km and 6 km simulations capture the environment well, revealing the suspected
features that only showed up as weak signals on observational charts. A more detailed
analysis of these model results is presented in previous work by the authors [23], but
overall, the juxtaposition of the upper-level and mid-level jet streaks and the low-level
leading edge of the EMLF is remarkably similar to the larger scale derecho setup that
occurred on 29 June, albeit much more limited in spatial extent and intensity.

3.2.5. 29–30 June: The “Super” Derecho

As depicted in Figure 18, an MLJ coupled with the EMLF and associated corridor of
high potential static instability (and low inertial stability) moved into the affected region
between 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC 29 June 2012. Phasing between the entrance region of
the thermally indirect mid-level jetlet and an upper-level divergent polar jet streak right
entrance region resulted in sufficient enough lift to initiate deep convection. The EMLF
acted as a zone of focused convergence between the poleward polar jet and equatorward
mesohigh, creating a well-defined zone of instability for the derecho to travel along.
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Figure 18. WRF-ARW 18 km simulated 316 K temperatures (◦C, color fill), wind isotachs (black
lines in m/s), and wind vectors for (a) 00Z and (b) 12Z 29 June, as well as simulated 316 K potential
vorticity (PVU, color fill), pressure (black lines in hPa), and wind vectors valid at (c) 00Z and (d)
12Z 29 June. The white-filled areas in panels (a,c) represent locations where the isentropic surface is
interrupted by higher terrain. Black ovals indicate the location(s) of mid-level jetlets (MLJ). Black
“X”s indicate the location of the MLJ associated with derecho development. The white box shows the
relative location of the cold pool which triggered the derecho. Black dashed lines indicate the EMLF,
and blue “H”s represent meso-highs being ejected from the main EML.
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Initial convection with the 29 June 2012 derecho was triggered much earlier in the
simulation than in the observations. However, just as in the observed event, once the
simulated convection reached the EMLF and associated corridor of high inertial and
(potential) static instability (Figure 19), additional convection became explosive (refer back
to Figure 11). Once convection was triggered and entered the mesoscale corridor of unique
instability, convection worked to reinforce the initial convectively induced cold pool as
it continued to propagate downstream while triggering recurrent convection through
enhanced surface convergence as the upstream pressure and moist downdrafts accelerated
low-level winds.
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4. Discussion

While the large-scale (synoptic) setup for derecho-producing events is generally well
understood, the issue remains of predicting both if/when a progressive derecho may de-
velop and for how long and far downstream it will propagate. Though an ingredients-based
analysis of the synoptic environment on 27–29 June indicated very similar environments
and the potential for derechos, the analysis of the meso-β/γ simulations presented herein
revealed some key mesoscale features involved on 29 June which differentiate the environ-
ments on these days. Unfortunately, these features are not consistently captured well with
current operational models or observational data.

Over the two weeks of analyses, a unique downscale sequence of dynamics played out
leading up to the historic 29 June 2012 event. The origins of the anomalously strong mixed
layer which formed over the southwestern U.S. and Mexican Plateau can be traced back at
least two weeks to the RWB event on 15–16 June. A record-breaking heatwave began 23 June
across the central and western U.S. and lasted well into July 2012. The heat and unusually
deep and extensive mixed layer remained in place over the western half of the U.S. until
a second RWB event occurred on 26 June. The 26 June RWB triggered the movement of
the unusually deep (400+ hPa) mixed layer downstream as the right entrance region of the
polar jet streak and mesoscale mass adjustments at the EMLF around the ridge’s periphery
worked to separate, deform, and propagate the EML eastward towards the Midwest and
Mid-Atlantic by 29 June. In response, on 28 June, there was a final surge of hot Pacific air
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and diabatic heating over the northern Great Plains which generated a significant mass
perturbation that resulted in downstream, along-stream, mid-level accelerations.

The MLJ maintained its structure due to continuous strengthening of the EMLF via
both differential moist convective and surface sensible heating. Movement of the EMLF
over relatively cooler and more moist air across the Midwest and Mid-Atlantic states
created an environment of extreme potential static instability coupled with lowered inertial
stability due to the highly anticyclonic nature of the EMLF geometry. As initial convection
arrived at the corridor of extreme instability extending nearly 700 miles from Indiana to the
Delmarva Peninsula, storms rapidly became north-south oriented and grew upscale into
a significant bowing MCS. The 29 June 2012 super derecho continued to propagate and
expand upscale along the EMLF interface with the corridor of maximum instability until
exiting the continental U.S., where this ideal derecho-producing environment dissipated.

The strength of the EMLF was of particular importance for the 29 June 2012 derecho for
numerous reasons, primarily the juxtaposition of high CAPE values with strong DCAPE
values for the maintenance of the derecho and associated cold pool downstream and
generation of imbalances and subsequent along-stream mid-tropospheric wind maxima.
The relative intensities of these features should be of particular interest for the future of
derecho forecasting.

The 2 km WRF results presented here indicate that the mesoscale convective triggering
processes key in initiating these events happen in the range of 10–15 km. This is because
the 4 km NAM (North American Mesoscale Forecast System) did not successfully simulate
the derecho, but the operational 3 km HRRR (High-Resolution Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF)-Rapid Refresh) and 2 km WRF-ARW (Advanced Research WRF core)
presented in this manuscript quite accurately simulated the derecho, which is consistent
with a 5-delta wave mode [49]. These results reinforce the need for higher resolution
operational convective allowing models.

Additionally, the use of isentropic analyses along with the more traditional isobaric
analyses proved very useful in diagnosing the differences in the environment across the
affected region between 27–29 June, which may be useful in the forecasting of future
derecho events. The authors of this paper are in the process of conducting high-resolution
modeling and analysis of additional derecho events to further investigate the findings
presented herein.
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